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Mold and Moisture Problems

How Confusion Over Air Barrier Standards Can Cause Catastrophic 
Mold and Moisture Problems in Hot and Humid Climates, and 
What Designers and Contractors Can Do to Prevent Problems

If the issues discussed in this e-book sound familiar and you want to learn more, 
take advantage of the offer found here.
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Imagine the following scenario: you just designed your newest project to meet the 
most current whole building air leakage standards, and your mechanical engineer 
subconsultant designs an HVAC system that includes one of the latest energy 
recovery strategies. Both factors are intended to meet high energy efficiency goals, 
making you proud that your firm is doing its part (amongst other things) to minimize 
your impact on the climate change problem. 

Now fast forward to the first summer of operation. You get the dreaded call that your 
design has led to catastrophic mold and moisture problems that are keeping your 
client from being able to rent rooms and are resulting in unfavorable complaints 
about visible mold and deleterious mold odors being made on TripAdvisor. 

The problem is that despite significant advances in air barrier understanding within 
the design and construction industry, many aspects about air barriers are still not well 
understood and, as a result, are leading to moisture and mold problems (especially in 
hot and humid climates).

In response to this critical issue, Liberty Building Forensics Group (LBFG) has 
produced an e-book that speaks directly to the most common air barrier-related 
factors causing mold and moisture problems in hot and humid climates. 

George DuBose, CGC, President of Liberty 
Building Forensics Group (LBFG), has over 
25 years of experience in building forensics, 
with a focus on mold and moisture issues as 
well as HVAC and building envelope failures. 

Foreword
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George DuBose, CGC, President of Liberty Building Forensics Group, has over 25 years of experience in 
building forensics, with a focus on mold and moisture issues as well as HVAC and building envelope failures. 
Mr. DuBose is co-author of three manuals on IAQ and Mold Prevention, which have been used on over $4B 
in construction. More info...

Richard Scott, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP, a Senior Forensic Architect with Liberty Building Forensics Group, 
has more than 35 years of architectural experience and is a building envelope expert. Mr. Scott has 
conducted more than 500 forensic investigations and has helped solve some of the most complicated 
building mold and moisture failures in the world. More info...

Donald B. Snell, PC CIEC, a Senior Forensic Engineer/Vice President with Liberty Building Forensics 
Group, has over 25 years of experience with the design, cost analysis, and technical nuances of HVAC 
systems. Mr. Snell has used diagnostic and remedial solutions to help some of the largest commercial 
builders in the world with catastrophic moisture and mold intrusion resulting from HVAC failure. More info...
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❖ Why are continuous air barriers important and why 
are they often never achieved?

❖ Why is this happening and what can be done 
about it?

❖ Mesmerizing metrics and how to understand them
❖ Solutions and recommendations
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Trade Winds & Poor Air Barrier

This 24-story hotel tower on a tropical island 
experienced mold problems within the first year of 
operation. It was closed and required $65M of 
remediation and repairs.

The cause was mostly building envelope air leakage 
and the trade winds. While the field of the envelope 
performed well, as an air barrier there were air leaks 
at intentional mechanical openings.

The fix included adding HVAC pressurization and 
providing alternate guest room ventilation.

Why are Continuous Air Barriers Important?
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Building Envelope Air Leaks Cause Problems in Many Climates

Tropical, semi-tropical, mid-Atlantic, and cold climates 
have all had their share of moisture problems, from mold 

to ice, resulting in millions of dollars in repairs.
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Why is this happening?
• The industry is experiencing a divorce between the building envelope 
performance requirements and those of the HVAC system.

• Designers are still taking the silo approach to air barrier design and building 
pressurization.

• Testing standards compete with each other and are too complicated or 
ambiguous for the day-to-day practitioner.

• True air leakage criteria is difficult to test for and often does not represent 
how the building will actually operate.

• Good construction field inspections oftentimes yield better quality results 
than reliance on testing results.
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Unexpected Pressures + Unsuspected Pathways = Hidden Risk

The risks of moisture problems due to air leakage originate with two mechanisms:
• Improper pressures for the climate (negative or positive) usually caused by the HVAC 

system and/or wind 
• Pathways for the air through the envelope: unplanned, hidden, and even planned 

openings that become unplanned pathways
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Planned mechanical openings become 
unplanned (and unsuspecting) 
pathways.
In similar buildings, these kinds of 
openings can result in significant 
leakage sites that allow air to move 
through the FCU into the building.
So much air flow has been found to 
move through these kinds of openings 
that it actually reverses the rotation of 
the FCU blower fan.

Unexpected Pressures + Unsuspected Pathways = Hidden Risk
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The building experienced 
HVAC-related pressure 
problems at very small 
pressures.

Instead of tightening the 
building, the correction should 
have been HVAC- related.

Because of confusion over air barriers, this building 
was completely de-bricked to install Tyvek.

Total cost to the Owner for this new sheet 
good air barrier was in excess of $2M.
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What a facade engineer said 
about interfacing with the HVAC design: 

“We do our thing and they do theirs.”

Building design is still 
being done in silos.

The comfort of having 
portions of the facade pass 
a 300-pascal certification is 
short-lived for many 
buildings in hot and humid 
climates when they fail at 
much smaller pressures.
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Large Resort Suffered $50M in Damage Related to Air Leakage 
Through a “Tested” Facade

Many buildings in 
hot/humid climates live 
their entire life in a 
5-pascal world.
Performance-based 
facade installations do 
not always consider 
where facade leakage 
failures occur (at 
intersections of scopes 
of work).

Top of CMU block backed up to metal panel.
Facade has gaps as large as 2 inches in size 

and was never included in facade leakage testing.
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Small pressures over time, 
driven by the HVAC 
system, can be the most 
damaging. 

Small amounts of airflow over 
time result in some of the 
most catastrophic building 
mold failures.

The Smaller the Pressure, the Greater the Damage

This Southeast resort suffered a $40MM repair cost 
due to small negative pressure induced 

by the HVAC system over a period of time.
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The designer needs to sift through many codes, standards, and guidelines to determine what air 
infiltration requirements apply. Although improving, there is still much confusion and conflict.

Are You Kidding Me? 
Terry Brennan calls this “Mesmerizing Metrics”
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Air Infiltration Requirements 
(cfm/ft2@0.3 w.g., 75 Pa)

Materials
(ASTM E2178)

Assemblies
(ASTM E2357 or E1677)

Whole Buildings
(ASTM E779)

ASHRAE 90.1 (2010)
ASHRAE 189.1-2011

0.004 0.04 --
0.40

USACE (2008)
NAVFAC (2011)

0.004 -- 0.25 (proposed is 0.15)

GSA (2010)
USAF (2011)

0.004 0.04 0.40

IgCC (2012) --- --- 0.25

Air Leakage Standards 

While most agree on minimum requirements for air barrier materials, there is some disagreement on requirements for 
entire buildings. Also note the order of magnitude difference between materials, assemblies, and entire buildings, which 
adds to the confusion.
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“Mesmerizing Metrics”

Reasons for the “Mesmerizing Metrics” of air barrier requirements:
• Air leakage numerical values and units are often not easily understood by the 

day-to-day practitioner.
• Practitioners are often confused by differences between the material, 

assembly, and building criteria.
• Target numbers set by practitioners can be too ambitious and are sometimes 

not practically attainable.
• It is not clear what the difference is between various criteria and application 

of the criteria to any given project.
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Goals for a 500+ Room Resort on Coast

Client’s Goals: 

● Green, Sustainable, 

Energy-Efficient Building

● Minimal Outdoor Air 

Infiltration

● No Mold/Moisture 

Problems

For this project, the client was driven by the obvious goal of avoiding similar problems of mold and moisture failures 
present at other resorts in the area, including one with a $65MM repair bill. Peer reviews during the design stage 

identified which areas were at greatest risk of air infiltration, in addition to HVAC drivers.
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True Air Leakage Criteria is Difficult to Test For

Testing air barriers requires a completed, or almost completed, wall 
system. If an air barrier fails the test, however, it may require a rebuild 

of the wall, which is obviously expensive.

A major problem in air barrier testing is that 
the envelope needing to be complete. If 
testing shows failure, the walls need to be 
rebuilt.
The solution is to test either a stand-alone 
mock-up or an in-situ mockup.
High-rise buildings can allow testing on 
completed lower floors where wind influence 
is less, thus allowing for corrections to 
uncompleted upper floors.
Other problems include working around an 
active construction site, incomplete walls, 
and the influence of wind. Testing is best 
done during periods of minimal wind, often 
difficult in tropical island or coastal regions.
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Test Room

True Air Leakage Criteria is Difficult to Test For

Testing an exterior wall of one guest room “six-sided box” requires equalizing pressure in all other rooms (to each side, above, and 
below) as well as the corridor sharing a wall with the five interior sides of the box. This means that at least six blower doors, six 

micromanometers, hundreds of feet of tubing, as well as running from floor to floor to adjust the blower door fans are all required.
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Above is the testing setup for one guest room: the blower door in the 
test room as well as one of the adjacent rooms. The corridor space was 
isolated during testing by dropping the plastic sheeting and sealing it to 

the temporary frame. Workers could not use the corridor to access 
other areas of the building during testings.

Shown above is a manifold of micromanometers in the 
corridor. Tubing ran to all other rooms as well as 

hundreds of feet outside of the building “shadow”, as it 
needed to be supported over active truck driveways.

True Air Leakage Criteria is Difficult to Test For
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Location Total Leakage Leakage to 
Outdoors (cfm)

Leakage to 
Outdoors (cfm/ft2)

Ratio to Designer 
Target of 0.085

B-238 306 87 0.664 7.8

B-438 362 73 0.557 6.6

D-552 379 77 0.295 3.5

Total and Outdoor Leakage at 75 Pa

Target by Designer was Too Ambitious

Compared to industry standards at the time, the exterior wall range of 0.30 to 0.66 was generally in the range of other building studies 
and generally within the ASHRAE range of average to leaky buildings. Two locations were leakier than ASHRAE 189.1 requirements, 
and all locations were leakier than IgCC requirements. Compared to the other failed building on the island, the higher test value was 
about 2.6 times tighter than the failed building (0.66 vs 1.7).

Generally, the testing showed the building was not overly leaky. 
HOWEVER, it was from 3.5 to almost 8 times leakier than the designer’s target!
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● Target set by designer was too ambitious, greater than most. 
● Target was more stringent than

○ ASHRAE 189.1 (0.40 cfm/ft2) - only one test met this criteria.
○ IgCC (0.25 cfm/ft2) - none of the tests met this criteria.

● Target numbers were meaningless and abstract to the project team (and the 
Owner).

● Designer did not consider that some “leakiness” is acceptable if HVAC 
pressurization controls the direction of airflow.

Target By Designer was Too Ambitious
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Good construction field inspections often 
yield better quality results than reliance on 
testing results, which may not allow for easy 
correction given the envelope is complete at 
the time of testing. 

Poor design selection of air barriers and joint 
sealing material results in unplanned 
pathways. This is especially a problem in 
difficult locations such as balcony edges 
where several planes come together.

Good Construction QC May Yield Higher Returns Than Testing
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Even qualitative inspections and testing of 
basic leakage sites at envelope components 
can target the majority of a building’s leakage 
problems during construction.

Testing of components (such as sliding glass 
doors at the balcony) before whole building 
testing seems common sense, but isn’t always 
common practice. 

Water testing of sliding glass doors and 
windows, sometimes required on larger 
projects, can help determine if air leaks are 
occurring. However, fenestration components 
can pass water tests while still being subject to 
air leakage problems.

Good Construction QC May Yield Higher Returns Than Testing
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Problems can occur at sheet-applied air 
barriers:

● Incompatible or incorrect materials are 
combined, such as using the wrong seam tape 
and/or sheet goods that are not true air 
barriers.

● Taped seams at the commercial wrap can 
come loose and not be repaired prior to 
installation of the next layer of wall 
construction material.

● The sheet-applied air barrier and seam tape is 
a critical hold point in the construction of a 
building that requires specific inspection and 
QC before the next layer of the facade is 
installed. The next trade has no incentive to 
reseal loose seams or patch holes and tears.

Good Construction QC May Yield Higher Returns Than Testing
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Because air can leak through 
unsealed penetrations in the exterior 
wall, including exhaust air discharge, 
sprinkler piping, electrical conduit, 
door frame-to-wall intersections, and 
fastener penetrations, basic 
construction QC can yield greater 
results than even testing.

Using the building outside air during 
construction can help identify leak 
sites quickly.

Good Construction QC May Yield Higher Results Than Testing
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HVAC testing and operation should 
include:

● Exhaust duct and shaft leakage 
testing as part of whole building 
air leakage tests.

● Whole building testing, which 
can provide valuable data for 
use by test and balance 
contractor.

● In hot and humid climates, 
control of air flow direction can 
overcome and keep wall 
cavities dry that receive 
incidental moisture intrusion.

Solutions and Recommendations
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Biggest Bang for Your Buck and Time

Designers:

➔ Realize that failures most often occur at intersections of 
SOW.…..detail, detail, detail.  Air tightness and moisture control are 
achieved through interdisciplinary work. Avoid working in silos. 

➔ Manage your risk. Budget for peer reviews and onsite services. 
Realize that innovation = complexity = more risk in achieving air 
tightness and moisture control.

➔ Validate continuous air barriers by applying pen test to details. 
Instinctively know the difference between air barriers and vapor 
retarders and when to specify them. 

➔ Accept that you may encounter air tightness codes and standards 
that are in conflict. Focus on aspects that achieve good moisture 
control.

➔ Focus on reducing/eliminating mechanical depressurization. Beware 
of the impacts of heat recovery units on pressurization and 
dehumidification control.

Contractors:

➔ Perform your own due diligence. Evaluate the impacts of sustainability 
ordinances in the bidding phase. Realize that not achieving an air 
tightness standard may not mean the project is conducive to moisture 
control problems. 

➔ Obtain the services of an independent moisture consultant with 
envelope and HVAC expertise who can evaluate these interdisciplinary 
risks.

➔ Perform mock-ups whenever possible. Increase your quality control. 
Realize that failures most often occur at intersections of scopes of work. 

➔ Perform air tightness testing early and often. Budget for hold points. 
➔ Focus on reducing/eliminating mechanical depressurization. Beware of 

the impacts of heat recovery units on pressurization and 
dehumidification control.

Recommendations for Designers and Contractors
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Do the Issues Discussed 
In This E-Book Sound Familiar?

Want to learn more? 
Register for our newest webinar! 

Sign up for a FREE webinar diving deeper 
into this complex subject. 

https://lx375-9ec7cc.pages.infusionsoft.net
https://lx375-9ec7cc.pages.infusionsoft.net
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  Our Solutions

Building Forensics Consultation

Over the past three decades, Liberty Building Forensics Group (LBFG) has evaluated and solved 
thousands of mold and moisture-related problems in buildings all over the world. LBFG’s 
unmatched ability to simplify these highly complex issues and pinpoint required repairs and 
solutions has propelled them to become global industry leaders.

If your building problem involves moisture, mold, construction defects, green design and 
construction risks, material failures, or construction litigation, then LBFG’s experts can help. 
After all, there’s a reason they’re the most sought after globally in their field: they’ve been 
able to solve the most complex moisture problems dozens of times.
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  Our Solutions

Problem Avoidance Design and Construction Peer Reviews

Hailed as the most sought-after building moisture forensics experts in the world, Liberty Building Forensics Group 
(LBFG) has established itself as the industry leader in avoiding moisture-related problems in a vast array of building 
types. From hospitals to hotels, multi-family residences to complicated commercial buildings, LBFG has 
helped business owners, developers, contractors, and city planners all over the world proactively prevent 
moisture intrusion problems by being able to spot and remove potential threats before negative issues 
ever manifest. 

Focusing exclusively on building moisture problems for years has allowed LBFG to develop a deep understanding 
of what design and construction decisions generally result in building failure vs. success.

Walt Disney Corporation has retained LBFG staff since 1981 to assist with highly complex construction on over 400 
projects worldwide. Only a firm that consistently exceeds expectations can serve for over 30 years as a consultant 
to such sophisticated building owners on some of their most demanding projects around the globe.
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  Our Solutions

Trusted Construction Litigation Expert Witness Services

Laser-focused and with a track record in litigation that is second to none, Liberty Building Forensics Group 
(LBFG) has been aptly described as “bringing a gun to a knife fight” when it comes to providing expert 
witnesses. Our experts have been involved in cases all over the world as they’ve covered some of the 
most highly complex moisture issues.

The combination of LBFG’s intense focus and our experts’ broad yet deep knowledge of such 
issues allows them to deliver the facts of the building problem to any mediator, arbitrator, or jury 
member, even to those with no background in the design or construction industries.

LBFG experts have testified or been deposed in dozens of cases and have helped clients reclaim 
hundreds of millions of dollars.
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Liberty Building Forensics Group has over 30 years’ experience diagnosing and solving 
mold and moisture building failures caused by air leakage problems in buildings, 
especially those located in hot and humid climates. If you are interested in 
understanding more about the issues that surround air barrier problems, you can find 
more information in the following resources:

• Preventing Mold and Moisture Problems - Design and Construction Guidelines (This free manual 
authored by LBFG experts explains the single greatest technique for reducing moisture and mold 
lawsuits.)

• Indoor Air Quality Guide: Best Practices for Design, Construction, and Commissioning (Mr. DuBose 
co-authored this ASHRAE publication.)

• Mold and Moisture Prevention Course (LBFG experts authored this updated NCARB manual in 
2016.)

Additional Resources

https://lx375.infusionsoft.com/app/page/c5076561ee96b27f7bbcb51a70082c31
https://www.ashrae.org/resources--publications/bookstore/indoor-air-quality-guide
https://monographs.ncarb.org/program_online_view_sa.php?prc=internal&pid=114
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LBFG has provided mold and moisture diagnoses and solutions for buildings 

to owners, contractors, and developers worldwide. The firm has project experience 

in the U.S., Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean, Central America, the Middle East, 

Southeast Asia, and Europe.

George DuBose, President

Liberty Building Forensics Group

g.dubose@libertybuilding.com

www.buildingforensicsgroup.com

407-703-1317 (Direct)

407-467-5518 (Mobile)

Firm Bio and Contact Info

http://www.buildingforensicsgroup.com/?utm_source=Air%20Barriers%20and%20Building%20Mold%20and%20Moisture%20Problems&utm_medium=EB

